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Aims and Objectives of this Report:
This submission illuminates Israel's failure to protect the right to health, under international
human rights law and international humanitarian law, to all persons under its responsibility.
Specifically, the right to health has been impacted in four key ways: (1) denials of medical exit
permits to Palestinians in the Occupied Territories; (2) prolonged use of solitary confinement; (3)
attacks on Palestinian medical teams; and (4) the mistreatment of Palestinian hunger strikers
and the enactment of Israel's force-feeding legislation. The purpose of this report is to draw
attention to and provide recommendations regarding the right to health for people in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory and prisoners / detainees.
About Physicians for Human Rights – Israel:
Physicians for Human Rights – Israel (PHRI) stands at the forefront of the struggle for human
rights—the right to health in particular—in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory.
Founded in 1988 by a group of Israeli physicians led by Dr. Ruchama Marton, PHRI works to
promote a just society where the right to health is granted equally to all people under Israel’s
responsibility.
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1. Review of Implementation of Past Universal Periodic Reviews (UPRs)
1.1. Israel underwent its last UPR on October 29, 2013.1 Israel received 424 recommendations
including 19 health-related recommendations.2 Of these recommendations, Israel noted 15 and
accepted 4.3 Of the 4 accepted recommendations, the topics include: taking steps to ensure the
right to health, education, and other rights dependent upon the freedom of movement;4
enhancing efforts to further promote human rights to minorities by promoting participation in
politics, the economy, equal access to education, healthcare and other social services;5
continuing efforts to ensure equal access of Bedouin communities to education, work, housing,
and public health;6 and implementing previous commitments to increase state resources
allocated to Arab-Israeli and Bedouin communities, especially regarding education, housing,
healthcare, and employment.7 The 4 aforementioned recommendations were accepted during
the 2nd review cycle.8
1.2. As depicted in Sections 2.1 and 2.3 below, Israel has failed to comply with its commitment
to take steps to ensure the right to health and other rights dependent on freedom of movement.
Additionally, in Sections 2.2 and 2.4 below, Israel has failed to comply with its commitment to
ensure prisoners have equal access to healthcare. Section 2.4 further shows the harms posed
to hunger strikers, prisoners who are protesting the conditions of their detention.9
2. Overview of the Human Rights Situation on the Right to Health
2.1. Inhibited Access to Healthcare through Denial of Medical Exit Permits
2.1.1. One of the most critical human rights issues facing Palestinians in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory (OPT) is the restrictions placed on freedom of movement and the denial of
the right to health that ensues.10 When the healthcare needs of Palestinian patients extend
beyond that which local institutions can provide, Palestinians cannot transfer to an external
medical institution without receiving a medical referral and a financial coverage from the
Palestinian Ministry of Health. Palestinian patients then have to receive a timely permit to enter
or cross Israel on their way from the Coordination of Government Activities in the Territories
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(COGAT) and Israeli Security Agency (ISA), who is authorized to deny the request without
giving any explanation to the applicant.11 The majority of those seeking PHRI intervention come
from Gaza. PHRI provides assistance to Palestinians seeking these permits and transfers
whose requests are either delayed or denied outright. PHRI also collects data documenting
trends regarding these requests for assistance.
2.1.2. Due to a lack of freedom of movement, critical social determinants of health12 cannot be
safeguarded in Gaza as it affects Gazans’ ability to control and develop economic activities,
education, and other realms of life necessitating access in and out of Gaza. As a result, when
these determinants are not protected, there is an increased likelihood of disease, mortality, and
morbidity. A study noted that Gaza will be ‘unlivable’ by 2020, largely as a result of Israel’s
blockade and the ongoing wars.13 This created a situation that dramatically violates the right to
health, including the lack of protection for its basic social determinants.14 Simultaneously, there
is a deterioration in the quality of human resources15 while the need of patients to exit Gaza for
advanced treatment only rises. Additionally, medical staff and students need to leave to receive
training.
2.1.3. Israeli authorities may condition exit permits on being subject to questioning by or
collaboration with the ISA while also distinguishing between patients based upon severity of
their condition and the specialty of the treatment needed. Israel has denied exit permits for
medical escorts, thus affecting the ability of infants to access healthcare. PHRI observations
from recent years reflect troubling trends regarding the denial of exit permits to receive medical
care in hospitals with necessary treatment and expertise available. Upon PHRI’s intervention,
many of these denials were rescinded—suggesting arbitrary reasons for denial. The need to
acquire a new permit for every appointment means that care is not systematic, and the chances
of recovery are reduced compared to regular access to healthcare. The disruptions are more
critical in severe diseases (i.e. cancer).
2.1.3.1. See statistics regarding approved, denied, and delayed rates from the World Health
Organization (WHO) at 4.1.
2.1.3.2. In 2013, 88.7% of requests to travel outside the Gaza Strip due to medical needs were
approved.16 The monthly data from the WHO suggest that the rate of applications approved in
2015, stood at 75.8%, which signifies about 13 percentage points less compared to the 2013
figures.17 This further dropped to an approval rate of 62% from Gaza in 2016.18
2.1.3.3. In 2014, the great majority of requests (246 of 306) coming to PHRI were due to delays
in answering applications on the part of the Israeli authorities or refusal to allow transit for
patients. Delay related requests accounted for 42% (129) of all freedom-of-movement requests,
whereas rejection-related requests accounted for 38% (117). There is not much difference
between the denial and delay because patients whose application for a permit is delayed rather
than denied still lose their scheduled appointment—depriving them of medical treatment.19 In
many cases, the COGAT fails to provide justification for the delay or denial. Once being delayed
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and rescheduled, patients must reapply for an exit permit—often without knowing why they were
originally denied.
2.1.3.4. In 2015, a significant number of assistance requests (61.7%) received by PHRI, the
rejections and delays were overturned upon intervention. This suggests that these rejections
were unjustifiable by both Israeli standards and international law principles.20
2.1.3.5. In 2016, approval rates dropped to 44%.21 However, in the first half of 2016, only 25%
of the applicants receiving assistance were granted reversals upon PHRI intervention.22
2.1.4. Recommendations.
2.1.4.1. Abolish the current/existing exit permit mechanism and allow all Palestinian inhabitants
in need of medical treatment and their escorts access and free passage to the best medical
treatment available to them, without any delay.23
2.1.4.2. Eliminate the blockade on the Gaza Strip to allow the freedom of movement for people
as well as the free passage of medicine and medical equipment.24
2.2. Prolonged Solitary Confinement of Prisoners and Detainees, Including Those with
Mental Illness and Minors.
2.2.1. Solitary confinement is a form of incarceration that is seriously detrimental to prisoners’
short and long-term mental and physical health. Solitary confinement involves the distancing of
one or two prisoners from the other inmates, for 22 or more hours a day,25 indefinitely at times,
cutting him off from virtually any meaningful human contact and social interaction. It is a cruel
practice that runs fundamentally counter to any attempt to rehabilitate and treat prisoners.26
2.2.2. Israeli legislation provides for the solitary confinement of prisoners via 3 main procedures:
solitary confinement for and during interrogation,27 solitary confinement as a form of disciplinary
punishment,28 and solitary confinement under a procedure called separation.29 Solitary
confinement under the separation ordinance is supposed to be a measure of last resort meant
to achieve the following goals: prison security, preventing serious disruption of discipline and
normal prison routine, maintaining the well-being and safety of the prisoner or other prisoners,
state “security” and preventing violence or drug offenses. Besides these legislated procedures,
the Israel Prison Service (IPS) holds many prisoners under conditions of solitary confinement, in
so-called protected wards.30 31
2.2.3. The use of solitary confinement by the IPS has nearly doubled. In 2012, 390 placements
in solitary confinement were recorded. That number jumped to 570 in 2013 and 755 in 2014.32
2.2.4. This chart with figures from July 2015, represents, as an example, the IPS’ use of solitary
confinement for a period of longer than 15 days, showing the duration periods of solitary
confinement for that month:
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2.2.5. Solitary confinement exacerbates existing mental / physical illness and may cause
irreversible damage. Nonetheless, the IPS isolates prisoners with mental health issues as a way
of dealing with their mental condition or as punishment for behavior they cannot control. IPS is
responsible for ensuring conditions that do not harm a prisoner’s health or dignity.34
2.2.6. While minors only account for 2% of the prison population, they account for 6% of the
solitary confined population.35
2.2.7. PHRI receives daily complaints from prisoners and detainees held in conditions of solitary
confinement. These reports describe considerable suffering, deficient and insufficient medical
treatment, inhumane detention conditions, ongoing punishment, and the deprivation of basic
rights.
2.2.8. Recommendations.
2.2.8.1. Ban the use of solitary confinement for those with mental and physical illness36 and
invest the resources needed to address the shortcomings in the mental health treatment system
for prisoners.37
2.2.8.2. Prohibit any use of prolonged solitary confinement that runs counter to international
standards promulgated by Mandela rules, particularly prolonged use of solitary confinement for
more than 15 days.
2.2.8.3. Ban solitary confinement of minors (under the age of 18).38
2.3. Attacks on Palestinian Medical Teams and Investigative Impunity
2.3.1. Since October 2015, an uptick in attacks against Palestinian medical teams by Israeli
security forces has occurred with impunity. These attacks, which are in contravention to the
protections afforded to medical teams under international law, have largely remained
uninvestigated by pertinent agencies.
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2.3.2. The Palestinian Red Crescent Society has documented 421 attacks against team
members alone between October 3, 2015 and February 28, 2017. Over 160 staff and volunteers
were injured and 108 ambulances sustained various types of damage.39
2.3.3. PHRI, likewise, has investigated and filed complaints concerning 31 incidents where
Israeli security forces harmed or hindered medical teams while carrying out their activities to the
Police Investigations Unit, the Military Police Criminal Investigation Unit and other relevant
departments. These filings explicitly documented injuries experienced by some of the medical
personnel and residents in these areas. Injuries include: use of bullets and tear gas on
ambulances, removal of injured people from within ambulances, and how the interference with
the work of emergency teams resulted in grave consequences for patients.
2.3.4. In the overwhelming majority of cases, the investigations were downgraded, closed,
and/or no action was taken—often without justification. At the time of this submission:
●
●

●
●

9 cases have received no response.
The Police Investigations Unit40 closed its investigations in 7 cases, claiming that they
only investigate offenses that carry a punishment of more than one year even though
these cases involved behavior with a potential risk to life, such as instances of shooting
at ambulances. PHRI asked for an appeal in 6 of these cases.41
In 5 other cases, the authorities argued that the circumstances did not justify the opening
of an investigation.42
Where the authorities have apparently opened investigations, through to PHRI’s
knowledge, they have never closed an investigation that resulted in accountability or
disciplinary action.43 44 45 46

2.3.5. The barriers placed on medical teams by security forces and the pattern of denial and
delay of medical treatment to Palestinians suspected of carrying out attacks or taking part in
protests are in contravention to international law and human rights standards, including the
Geneva Convention provisions,47 UN Resolutions,48 and standards by the World Health
Organization.49 50 According to these standards, the wounded and sick must be cared for and
the operations of the relief societies must be facilitated.
2.3.6. See Case Studies at 4.2.51
2.3.7. Recommendations.
2.3.7.1. Immediately cease Israeli security force attacks on medical teams providing care to
Palestinian residents of the West Bank and East Jerusalem.52
2.3.7.2. Conduct timely investigations into complaints filed with Israeli security forces alleging
attacks on medical teams.
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2.3.7.3. Ensure that security forces are aware of and honor the protection of medical teams to
facilitate the implementation of the highest attainable standard of health.53
2.4. Israel’s Policies and Practices towards hunger-striking Palestinians54
2.4.1. For generations, Palestinian prisoners and detainees (hereinafter: "prisoners") held in
Israeli prisons have used hunger strikes to protest their wrongful imprisonment and the
conditions of their detention. Hunger-striking is typically used as a last resort when all other
forms of recourse are no longer available.55 The IPS attempts to forcefully subdue hunger
strikers and silence their protest through a number measures, including but not limited to: (1)
shackling during hospitalization and (2) denying entry of independent physicians. Furthermore,
the force feeding legislation, recently enacted and upheld by the Supreme Court, places hunger
strikers at risk of CIDT.
2.4.2. Most of the hunger-striking prisoners are shackled by at least two limbs56 while
hospitalized.57 The IPS reasons that the prisoner may flee or attack others if not shackled;
however, this argument is hard to believe when the prisoner can barely stand. Nonetheless, IPS
continues to shackle hunger-striking prisoners.58 The IPS maintains a regulation mandating
justification for shackling; however, the IPS fails to adhere to its own regulation.
2.4.3. The IPS usually denies the requests of hunger-striking Palestinians for an independent
physician visit, in contradiction of IPS Directive No. 04.46.00.59 60 Between May of 2013 and
2016, PHRI filed more than 15 court petitions on behalf of Palestinian prisoners in this regard,
and only after filing the petitions did the IPS allow independent doctors to visit Palestinian
prisoners.
2.4.4. Such physician visits are necessary, in part, due to the structure of healthcare services in
Israeli prisons. Decisions about patient health are made by medical personnel from the IPS,
which is subordinate to the security system and thus subject to political and security
considerations.61 62 A problem of dual loyalty exists, whereby IPS doctors, being directly
employed by the prison services, are often in a state of conflict between the interests of their
employers and their professional and ethical obligations toward their patients.
2.4.5. The denial of independent physician visits and the employment of prison doctors by the
IPS were two matters discussed in the concluding observations by the Committee Against
Torture after Israel’s 2016 review. The Committee recommended that Israel should “consider
transferring responsibility for all types of health care of persons deprived of liberty to the Ministry
of Health in order to ensure that medical staff can operate fully independently from the custodial
authorities.”63
2.4.6. Furthermore, along this continuum, the Force Feeding bill,64 passed in July 2015 by the
Knesset, authorizes a district court to permit the administration of forced medical treatment—
including force feeding—to a hunger-striking prisoner. The Supreme Court upheld the law,
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issuing a decision rejecting arguments challenging the law on grounds insufficient to justify the
risk of CIDT the legislation poses to hunger strikers.65 66
2.4.7. The IPS punishes hunger strikers by revoking rights, which have an impact on health. The
IPS may revoke family visits and put the hunger strikers in isolation.67
2.4.8. Recommendations.
2.4.8.1. End the mistreatment and CIDT of hunger-striking prisoners, including repealing the
Force Feeding law and abolishing force treatment.68
2.4.8.2. Move the responsibility of prisoner health care from the IPS to the Ministry of Health.
2.4.8.3. Allow independent physician visits for prisoners, specifically hunger-striking prisoners.
2.4.8.4 Stop policy of punishment against hunger strikers.
3. Conclusion. Despite a strong national healthcare insurance, some of Israel’s policies act to
exclude the right to health to some persons under its responsibility, an obligation enshrined in
international law. Specifically, the right to health has been impacted in four key ways: (1) denials
of medical exit permits to Palestinians in the Occupied Territory; (2) prolonged use of solitary
confinement; (3) attacks on Palestinian medical teams; and (4) the enactment of Israel's forcefeeding legislation and other policies and practices placing Palestinian hunger strikers at risk of
mistreatment and CIDT. Medical permit denials, in addition to running counter to the right to
health, place the lives of Palestinians living in the Occupied Territory at risk. Israel’s prolonged
use of solitary confinement and solitary confinement of mentally ill inmates runs counter to
international law, severely impacting prisoner physical and mental wellbeing. Attacks against
Palestinian medical teams by Israeli security forces have occurred with impunity, and these
attacks are in contravention with the protections afforded to medical teams under international
law. Finally, forced treatment and mistreatment of hunger strikers may constitute CIDT and can
amount to torture.
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4.0 Annex
4.1. WHO Charts:
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4.2. Case Studies of Attacks on Medical Teams.
4.1.1. On the December 30, 2016, at the Qalandiya checkpoint, Israeli security forces blocked
Palestinian medical personnel from treating a wounded woman accused of carrying out an
attack. Palestinian medical staff noticed that the woman, who was lying behind the gate of the
checkpoint, was still breathing and moving her body. They asked the border police personnel
several times if they could treat her, but were refused and requested to leave the scene. An
hour later, an MDA ambulance arrived, and half an hour after that the MDA team were allowed
to treat her.70
4.1.2. On the February 14, 2016, at Damascus Gate Market, Israeli security forces obstructed
the access of a Palestinian Ambulance en route to evacuate a wounded individual. As the
ambulance passed by the scene of the incident, staff noticed a wounded attack suspect who
had been shot by security forces next to a police checkpoint next to the Damascus Gate market.
8

Their ambulance was prevented from entering the scene of the incident and five members of the
Special Patrol Unit approached the ambulance with weapons drawn and flashlights shining on
medical staff in a manner that prevented them from disembarking from the ambulance. The
staff were then ordered to leave the scene of the incident. The ambulance was surrounded by
police vehicles, which made it impossible for the ambulance to move forward. After several
minutes passed, ambulances from Magen David Adom and Zaka and private paramedics
arrived, according to testimony these teams were permitted to move freely unlike the Palestinian
medical teams from the Palestinian Red Crescent Society.
4.1.3. On October 16, 2015, police forces broke into the Ras-Al-Jura area of Hebron and fired
large amounts of tear gas and rubber bullets. When they were just 10 meters away from a
Medical Relief ambulance that was parked in a safe place, they pointed their weapons towards
it and fired tear gas. A canister broke the window next to the driver and fell inside the
ambulance. The forces also fired rubber bullets at the front glass ambulance. The medical team
stepped away and the police forces fired again three rubber bullets that hit the back of the
ambulance.
4.1.4. On October 2, 2015, in Al Bireh near Jerusalem, while a medical team was evacuating a
wounded man, Border Police fired two live bullets on the ambulance. Once the ambulance
stopped, several border policemen tried to pull the injured man from within the ambulance,
using force. When the driver attempted to reach the back door of the ambulance, behind which
the wounded man was located, a border policeman pushed him, pointed his weapon, and
closed the door on one of his legs when the driver attempted to climb back into the ambulance.
The patient was finally evacuated by force and several stun grenades were thrown around the
ambulance. Following the event, the ambulance driver and a volunteer had to be treated at a
local hospital.
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